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God is the divine matchmaker, and this is His plan for you.Marriage is God's sacred creation, a

beautiful gift for His children. But too often we fail to leave the choice or the timing to Him.In this

revised and expanded edition of his bestselling book, well-known Bible teacher Derek Prince and

his wife, Ruth, reveal God's true plan for you and your future spouse. In addition to sharing their

own real-life love story, Derek lays out seven biblical steps to finding your mate. He will also help

you answer tough questions, such asÂ· How can I know if it is God's will for me to marry?Â· How

can I prepare myself for marriage?Â· How can I find the mate God has appointed for me?Â· What is

God's plan for remarriage?Full of inspiring testimonies from people who found their perfect matches

by following these principles, God Is a Matchmaker also offers special counsel and material for

parents, pastors, counselors, teachers and youth ministers involved with those preparing for this

exciting time of life.When you discover God's pattern for marriage, you will experience His perfect

gift: a match truly made in heaven.
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This book is for all contemplating marriage, partnership, divorce, becoming an item, living together

or whatever!It is also a must read for any endeavouring to guide and counsel others. It is also for the

rest of us.It is light-hearted but gives sound Biblical teaching on true romance. It provides a clear

and reasoned presentation together with vast experience of the authors of the steps leading up to a

successful marriage.The book takes account of the fact that God appeared on the scene of human

history as a matchmaker - an intimacy revealed first between God and man and then between man



and woman - a pattern He has ordained to stand unchanged until the end of human history.The

miracle Jesus performed, changing water into wine showed how much He cared about marriage

and how much He aligned Himself with His Father.There is an area of holy mystery about this book

that is revealed for the reader.

This book was amazingly insightful. I read it through a second time right after I finished it the first

time. I was afraid to read it at first because I am 50 years old and have yet to be married and was

afraid it would seem harsh and take away my hope. But I stead it strengthened my faith in a loving

faithful Father and totally encouraged me to continue to trust and wait on God.

THIS BOOK IS SO TRUE. GOD KNOWS WHO YOUR MATE WILL BE BEFORE YOU EVEN

MEET HIM/HER. IT IS AMAZING HOW GOD BRINGS THE PERFECT MATCH IN OUR LIFE. HIS

TIME, HIS WAY, HIS WHERE, HIS PLAN ALWAYS HIS PERFECT WILL.

The book is written in easy to read language and contains deeply insightful spiritual thoughts. I will

recommend it as mandatory reading for everyone considering marriage. But it is also useful for the

average believer given that the relationship between Christ and His church is the basis of

matrimonial unity. I benefitted from this book personally although I am not married, or considering it

either.

I was referred to this book by a friend who described this as a "God-centered" book on marriage.

Not only is Derek Prince solidly biblical in the advice he shares with all of us, but it is immensely

practical. This combination of biblical groundedness without becoming very theoretical is a hallmark

of this book.I would even go as far as saying that the same principles which Prince applies to

marriage apply to life beyond marriage. That's how pointedly useful, God-centered, and sensible

this book is. I recommend this book very strongly to young Christians who are planning to get

married.

I would recommend this book for any single person and EVERY person desiring to be married. I

have never been this endorsing of a book. But I have recommended it to everyone I know who is

single or dating and wanting to be married.

Derek Prince's God is a Matchmaker... Is a wonderful book of wise advice meant to direct Christian



singles of all ages in the process of obtaining a spouse for life. The Princes' story is endearing -

almost unbelievable the Hand of God in bringing these two together. This book gives hope to

singles who are tempted to be downcast and disillusioned with the high divorce rate today. God is

still a great matchmaker!This book is great for those looking to enter into a marriage to will last a

lifetime. I also recommend it to married couples whose marriage may be suffering problems. Some

issues brought up can be helpful with this group as well.I chose 5-star rating because the book is an

easy read, told like a journal and follows sound Biblical principles. Great Read!

I bought this for myself after being widowed and have since passed it on to others and asked them

to make sure it keeps traveling and doesn't sit dormant on a book shelf somewhere...that's how

good it is.
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